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Walking Scorer Report for the CPWO at the Ottawa Hunt and Golf Club 
August 22 to 28, 2022 

 
Walking Scorer Committee 
Chair - Barb Johns 
Vice-Chair - Patrice Callaghan 
3 Captains - Julie Watkins, Betty Craig, Bernadette Flemming 

 
Responsibilities:  
• Our main responsibility was to select, lead and support our Walking Scorer (WS) volunteers.   

• Our goal was to ensure their success, to support them in a positive manner so each volunteer 
would have a wonderful memorable experience. 

 

What worked well:  
 
Having Past Experience on the Scoring Team – consisting of the Chairs of Scoring, WS, Standard 
Bearers (SB) and Scoring Control (SC) 

• The WS Chair and Vice-Chair had past experience, and were able to share their knowledge with 
new members of the management team (Chairs of Scoring, SB, SC). 

 
A Solid WS Team:  

• Having a Vice-Chair is really effective as back-up and a second set of ears at all meetings. 

• The Vice-Chair and 3 Captains were knowledgeable with sensational ‘people skills’.  The Vice-
Chair had been on the WS management team in 2008 and 2017.  One Captain had been a WS 
Captain in 2017, one a WS in 2017, and one had awesome technical skills.   

 
Planning Process 

• We received the names of volunteers and their experience very early with lots of time to review 
their experience, background and make our selections. 

• We selected as many experienced WSs as possible due to ‘zero tolerance’ for error and the 
increase in betting.  We also selected Hunt Club members, as a priority. 

• The Vice-Chair and each Captain were allocated 17/18 volunteers and became the designated 
contact for that group.  They contacted each of their volunteers to confirm availability, emergency 
contact information and answered all questions throughout the event. 

• Planning meetings were held, processes defined, and we built the shift schedules for on-course 
support and the registration desk together. 

 
Effective Collaboration within the Scoring Team  

• There was a definite sense of support from all involved in scorekeeping. 

• A strong partnership was established with the Chair, SB – Our goal was to create a partnership 
between the WS and the SB.  We shared schedules so we could easily identify and introduce them, 
encourage them to go to the tee together and support each other on the course.  The Chair, SB 
went one step further, put the WS, SB and Pro pairings in a table on one sheet (below).  It was 
fabulous and easy to share this information at the Registration Desk. 
 

GC GR TIME Standard Bearer Walking Scorer Pros 

1 8:08 Mary Golf Mary Scorer Castren/Kinhult/Meechai 

 

• The SB Leadership team attended the WS on-site training so they were knowledgeable on the 
tablet, in case they were needed for troubleshooting support or we needed them to take on the WS 
role if there had been a covid outbreak. 

• Members of the WS and SB leadership teams shared positioning on the 1st and the 10th tees to 
ensure the WSs and SBs were in place.   

• It was agreed that the Chair, SC would notify the Chair, WS of problematic scoring issues.  

• SC received calls early on that the WS and SB were not at the tee, creating a sense of panic.  We 
implemented a process.  The leadership team on the tee created a ‘staging area’ inside the ropes.  
Once there, the WS would radio SC to verify they were in place.  This was very effective. 
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Communication with Volunteers 

• Our goal was ‘know our people’!  Our WSs came from across Canada – from Victoria to New 
Brunswick.  Some had 20+ years of experience – each had a story – most shared at the 
Registration Desk. 

• We communicated frequently before, during and after the tournament using Golf Canada’s system 
and emails – e.g., follow-up on availability and emergency contacts; welcome letter; notification of 
shift schedules and important dates; reminders; responses to questions, daily and final thanks. 

• Going through the WS on-line training was emphasized several times.  The link was provided. 
 
The Registration Area 

• Location was good.  We had two large tables in the Volunteer Services Centre – one for 
Registration and the second for R2IT.  We were also close to the SB location, making it easy to 
team up the WS and SB. 

• This is the focal point to meet, check in and interact with our volunteers.  

• We encouraged arrival 45 minutes to an hour before shifts, the team approach with SB, getting to 
the tee with the SB 20 minutes in advance, and provided other important information and 
reminders.  In collaboration with the SB team, WSs and SBs were introduced.   

• Following registration, the WS moved to the adjoining R2IT table.  R2IT representatives handed out 
the tablets, radios, clipboards with hard copy stat sheets, gave instructions, and ensured all was 
working properly.  (Tablets and radios were charged in the R2IT area - close by in the curling 
lounge). 

 
Relationship with Golf Canada (GC) 

• There was frequent communication with GC, mostly with Dan Hyatt before and during the 
tournament.  Questions were answered and support provided promptly. 

• With the fog and lightning delays, GC sent a note to our volunteers informing them of the delay – 
using their system. 

 
Relationship with R2IT 

• Contact was established closer to the event.  We arranged a meeting on the Monday to discuss on-
site training and processes. 

• R2IT chaired the WS on-site training on the Monday evening, and provided training later to those 
who could not attend. 

 
Shift Scheduling  

• The WS Chair did all the input in GC’s system including initial entry and any changes.   

• System data was transferred to a Word template (below).  Beside the Volunteer Name was the 
notation of being highly experienced (HE), some experience (SE), a bit of experience (BE) and no 
experience (NE).  The Vice-Chair and Captains could easily identify who needed more support than 
others.   

• We asked for comfort level (1 to 10) on the Wednesday and Thursday.  This was another means of 
identifying those who needed support. 

 

AM GC Group Time Volunteer In Out Comfort Level 

1st tee 1 7:10 Mary Golf (NE)    

 
Pro-Am 

• Because we had more volunteers than shifts, we teamed up a highly experienced WS with a non-
experienced WS, and obtained a discreet ability assessment.  This was very valuable to identify 
those we would need to support.   

• A member of the SB Leadership Team was placed on the 1st and 10th tees.  Because instructions 
had been inconsistent, they established the contact for the WS to obtain the low net score.   

 
On Course Monitoring 

• The Vice-Chair and Captains followed an AM or PM group for 18 holes.  They identified non-
experienced WSs, and mostly focussed on them.  This worked really well.  

• Because experienced WSs were selected on Sunday, the Vice-Chair and Captains were positioned 
in different areas of the golf course to provide support as needed.   
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Contingency Plans 

• In anticipation of the Saturday 2-somes being changed to 3-somes, the Chair proactively made a 
contingency plan with the names of those who would be ‘cut’.  This was invaluable when it did 
happen. 

 
Schedule Changes 

• With the resumption of Friday play on the Saturday, we verified that WSs were available to score 
the next day and that, if they had a Saturday shift, they were willing to do that shift as well.  They 
were also advised what time to arrive, and the process to follow. 

• With the change from 2-somes to 3-somes on Saturday, we telephoned those we needed to cut.  
They appreciated this contact, and some were very disappointed. 

• We were advised that Saturday shifts would probably start at approximately 10:00 am.  Emails were 
sent to volunteers with shifts on Friday evening:  those we forecasted to start between 10 and 11 
were asked to come at 9:00; those forecasted to start between 11 and noon to come at 10; and 
those forecasted to start at noon and after to come at 11.  Once the cut was made and times 
verified, we were able to advise them of their actual time.  This worked really well.   

• Also, after planning for 78 Pros after the cut, we were advised to plan for 87 Pros but we would only 
know the number when the cut was made.  We recruited 3 additional WSs, told them the situation 
and they were more than happy to oblige.  We ended up with 78 Pros so we didn’t need their 
services. 

 
Emergency Contact Lists 

• We had hard copy emergency contact lists at the Registration Desk.  These are essential and were 
used frequently. 

 
LPGA Policy for 2 WSs in the Last 5 Groups on Saturday and Sunday 

• Highly experienced WSs were recruited.  We allowed them to determine how they would work 
together.  Most decided that one would use the tablet and the other would use the radio and score 
using the hard copy stat sheet.  

• Comments received were all positive.  They appreciated the additional support.  

 
Some Tournament Issues 
• Fog delay on Pro-Am Wednesday 

• Evacuation on Friday due to lightning in the area.  Resumption of play but not completed.  Several 
groups carried over to Saturday starting at 7:00 am and finishing around 9:20. 

• Change in Saturday’s schedule from 2-somes to 3-somes off split tees.  Start time was 10:05. 

• One WS who indicated low comfort level on the Wednesday was teamed up with a highly 
experienced WS on Thursday. 

• A non-experienced WS was allocated the high profile Pro pairing of Brooke, Lydia Ko, and Jennifer 
Kupcho.  Instead of switching her (which would have been devastating for her), recruited a highly 
experienced WS to go with her. 

• A few times, WSs were late.  We were able to bump up others who were there well in advance. 

• A WS fainted and fell during her shift.  She happened to be in the last 5 groups on Saturday so 
another WS was with her.  A WS Captain filled in for her and also took over her Sunday shift.  The 
WS who fainted later informed us she had tested positive for covid.  Appropriate people were 
informed. 

• The WSs and SBs are entitled to a drive from Hole #9 to #10 which is a fair distance.  At times, 
there were not enough seats, especially when bodyguards were allocated to high profile Pros or 
when there were two WSs allocated to the last 5 groups.  They then had to walk and catch up to the 
players on the 10th tee. 

 

Other Issues 
• Golf Canada’s system is not linked well with the LPGA.   

o Group numbers and times were different.  This created angst for WSs when they received 
the pairing sheets.   

o On Sunday, we were advised that the highest scoring Pros would go off first on the 10th tee.  
Hence, we booked our experienced WS this way.   It ended up being reversed. 
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o Reports are not user friendly. 

• The WS Chair was not allocated a radio from Communications initially.  One was obtained but 
without earphones.  Apparently, there were not enough radios with earphones to go around. 

• Instructions for the Pro-Am were inconsistent.  It was reported that the interest of the Pro’s caddies 
in keeping the scorecard for the amateurs is less than enthusiastic. 

• The role of the Chair, Scoring was not clear.  The fact that the WS, SB and SC were all ‘Chairs’ 
gave us a sense of autonomy for our respective responsibilities.  We made it work, and the Chair 
was a support to all of us during the tournament. 

• The Registration Desk is very busy.  We recruited outside volunteers to assist us during peak 
periods on Thursday and Friday.  

• The WS on-site training given by R2IT on the Monday evening was identical to the on-line training, 
and it lasted two hours.   

o WSs had been encouraged frequently to go through the on-line training presentation before 
the on-site training.  Comments included:  it was too long, tedious, assumed we knew 
nothing.  One suggested that there should be on-site training targeted to beginners, 
intermediate and advanced.   

o SC volunteers were instructed to attend the WS on-site training.  Some commented they 
didn’t need this level of detail. 

o WSs are told in their training to walk on the first cut.  SBs are told to walk in the fairway.  The 
message should be the same. 

• Daily briefings during the tournament for all Chairs and Vice-Chairs were not as effective as they 
could be because comments could not be heard by all.   

 
Suggestions for Future Events:  
• Update Golf Canada’s system:   

o Create user friendly reports – obtain input from users. 
o Ensure the system is consistent with the LPGA groups and times.  Modify immediately if 

different. 

• Ensure some continuity on the Scoring Management Team.  

• Ensure the WS Chair is given a radio from Communications with earphones.  

• Improve the WS on-site training.  

• Ensure messaging is the same for WSs and SBs in terms of where to walk – especially given the 
team emphasis.   

• Provide scoring instructions in advance of the Pro-Am.  In addition, give the scorecard for the 
amateur group to one of the amateur’s caddies instead of the Pro’s caddie.   

• Ensure there are enough carts available to drive WSs and SBs from #9 to #10, keeping in mind 
bodyguards and 2 WSs allocated to the last 5 groups.  

• Improve daily briefings during the tournament.  Hold in a quieter area or provide a microphone. 

• Clarify the role of the Chair, Scoring. 
 

Conclusion:  
• 70 volunteers is enough.  Most WSs want shifts – they love their job.  

• Working effectively together is paramount, as is having contingency plans, implementing new or 
improved processes when needed, and reacting calmly to unexpected events.   

• This is a fabulous position – exciting, exhilarating, rewarding and fun!   
 
 
 
 
 
Barb Johns, Chair 
Walking Scorers 
September 12, 2022 


